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Abstract

This §tudy investigated the effect of initial instruction on the.

'processes children use to solve.basic addition and spbtraction

/ A

yerbal problems. Prior to instruction and following a 2.month

introductory unit on addition ahd subtrac on, 43 first7gradek

children werq individually tested on rbal problems' representing

different models of addition and raction. Prior to instruc-
.

tion children's solution,-proce es modeled the action orre14-

t4ionships described in the yroblem. gollowing35tructIon'they

generally used a separat g strategy for all subtraction.problems:

-Although they could sçYive the problems, fdw children could war-a
'dinate'ttleir solut ns with the arithmetic sentence thdy wrote

representing the problem.

4,
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The -EfIlet.of nitial lnstru n on VirstGrade

Childrens Solution Proce4ses for Basic Addition and .

subtraction Problems.

Thomas P. .Carpenter

University of WiSconsin-Madison,

'Flip purpose of this study was' to investigate the effets of

initial instruction in additiOft and subtraction-concepts and

skills OIT the processes that children use to solve basic addition

and subtraction. vrbal probleMs. In'an earlier study (Carpenter,

Hiebert, & Moser; in.press), it was found 'that prior to formal in-

struc:tion children are.extremely successful in solving simple
. .

,verbal problems. AIthough they did not have knowledge of basic
,/

.facts or computational,al&rithms .avaiNble to solve the problems

arithmetically, children.. could represent the problems using cubes,

fingers, or some internalA,representation and solve the problem

using,varioqs counting strategies,
0 :

It is generally acknowledged that with older children solving

verbal problems is an Are, of difficulty in mathemptics instruc-

tion (c.f. Zweng, 1979); A basic question is why are the rela-

tively .sophisticated problem solv' ng strategies of young,
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children that are based on the semAntiC structure of problets re',
. 41,1.,

.
placed by the superficial analysip of verb.il problems found in

011R

, many older childeren as they attempt decide whether to add,

OIL

Ob,

SulAract, multiply, or divide. Part of the answer to this ques-
-

tion may lie in understanding the transition from informal knowl
.

.edge of addiltion and Spbtraction to the formal symboliC sydtems,

of arithmetic. By comparing the processes that children'use .
.....

prior to instruction in addition.and subtraction to the processes

II
that,they use after several months of formak;InstructjApn, this

study attempts to gatn a clearef picture of the early develop

ment of addition and subtraction concepts and skills as well, as

to grovide some insights into children's problem solving abilities.

Background
At?'

Problem Structune's

we.

A major focus of this study is tcl investigate how children

solve 4ifferent types of addition and subtraction problems. In

order to examine,the effect of proElem structure', it is necessary

to characterize.the major differences between different addition

and subtraction problems. There are sev ral approaches that

previous research 'has taken to characterize'verbal problems. One
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is to characterize problems in terms of syntax, vombulary level,

number of words in a problem, and so on (Jerman, 1973; Suppes,.

Loftus; & Jerman, 1969). A secOnd,approach differentiates

between 'probleMs in terms of the open sentences they-,Tepresent

(Grouws, 1972;-Rosenthal & Resnick, 1974;,Lindvall4 Ibarra,

Note 1)., This study is based upon a third alternative that con-

I .

siders the semantic structure of the problem (Noser, Note 2).

This analysis is generally consistent 4ith.6, er analyses based
.-

on.problem structure (Gibb, 1957; Vergnaudurand, 1976;

Crenno, Note 3):
,

This analysis distinguishes between fOur semantically .

different classes of problems:-. Joining/Separating,' Part-Fart-

Whole, Comparison, and Equalizing. For problems in the Joining/

Separating c4ass there is !ar initial quantity and some direct

,

or implied action that causes a change in the quantity. For

problems in the Part-Fart-Whole class th-eve is no actIon direct

or implfed. \This class represents situations in which there are,

\

two quantitie which may be onsidereditindividualleor as parts

of a whole. As the name implies, problems in the Comparison

class involve the comparison of two quantities. :This Includes
. N

-

probl&ms in which the,difference\between two given quantities'is
NI
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to be found .and pfp4lems in which one of.two quantities and the..

magnituft-of the difference betweto them is given and the decond

quantity is.the' unknown. Equalizing probleadt share characteris-
.te

tics of.both Joining/Separating and Camparison problems. :There

is implied action on one of two given'sets, but a comparison is

also involved.
A

There are two dimepsions on which .the fourfclasses of

problems differ. One major distinction.is based -pn whether the.

prob] ems describe action or static relakillips. In Joining/

Separating and Equalizing problems; there is direct or implied

,action in which one set is joined to-or,separated fro'm another

set. On the 0Qaer hand, .both Part-Part-Whole and Comparison
4 1. r

problems involve relationships between quantities, and there is .

no action implied or direct. The second major distinction is

bascd on set inclusion'relationships. In both ehe Joining/

Separating .and Fart7Fart7Whole classes two-of the entities.,in-

volved in the problem are necessarily a subset of the third. In

other words, either the unknown.quantity is made up of the two

given quantities or one of the giyen quantities is made up

the other giln quantity 'and the unknown. For 7:`,O-Tnparison and

Equalizing problems thiS is not the case.

fcg-
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By varying the unknon quantity or the ,nature.of the, action

in the problems (joining Or separating), koth addition and sub-
,

traction operations &In be represented by proble s in each .of the

four classts.

Serategies,

0

The initial problem solving study (Carpenter, Hiebert,

Moser, in press) identified a number of strategies that children

N

use to/solve addition and subtraction problems'prior to.iristruc=

tion., I:lost of these strategies are based on counting'and are

similar to those foudia in the response 14tency studies of. symbolic

.addition and subtraction.(GrOen & Parkman, .1972 Groen & Resnick:.

1977; Suppes & Groen, 1967; Woods, Resnick, & Groen, 1975),

although several additional strategies were identifiedias well.
-.s.

-The basic addit,ion strategies can be suMnarized,as follows;

Counting All: The counting all strategy can-be carried out

using cubes or fingers as models, or by counting mentiilly. 'If

cubds are used, both sets are represented, and teen the union of

the two sets is recounted beginning with one. If. counting is'

done mentally or with fingers, the counting sequence begins with

one and etlgis wiCh- the number representing t e total of the two

given quantiies.
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Countin On nm Fir t Numbe : In this strategy, the counting

sequence begin's either with the fifst given number in the problem

or the successor pf that number. Counting may be done mentally,

or by using cubes or fingers to keep track of the number of steps

counted.

C6unting On From Larger NuMber: This is similar to the pre-

vious strategy except that'the countinksequence begins with the

larger given number or with th'e successor of that number.

'Known Fact: The child gives an answer with the justification

that is was the result of knowing some basic #ddition fact.

Heuristic: HeuriS-ilc strategies are employed to. generate

solutions from a small set of known basic.fa&ts. These.itrategies

usually are baged on doubles;or numbers whose sum is lO. For

e ample, to solve a problem representing 6 + 8 = 3 asubject.

responds that 6 t 6 =4 12 and 6 + 8 is just' 2 more thap 12. In

another example involving 4 + 7 = ? a subject responds that 4 + 6 =

10 and 4 + 7 is just 1 moTe than 10.

Uncodable: A correct answer is provided fput the interviewer

is unable to determine what strategy a child is employing.

.

The Counting All strategy directly models the actions or

relationships described in the addition problem. The Counting On

"strategies provide a more abstract rep esentation of these rela-
M

9



al tAonships, There are parallel levels oP abstraction for the sub-

,

tractionrstr4tsgies, but the subtreciion strategies are a great
t

deal more varied.. Different subtraction strategies represent
4 .

completely different interpretations of subtraction. The speci-

-

fic subtraction strategies can be summarized as follows:

Separating Frop: The child uses Foncrete objects or fingers

. to construct the larger giveniset and then takes away or s4parates,

one at a time, a number f cubes or fingers equal to the smaller

1

given number n in the problem. Counting the set of remaining

cubes yields the answer.

Counting Down From: In a more abstract representation of the

Separating From.straee.gy, a child initiates a backwards-counting
1

seguence beginning with t/ie given larger number m. The backward

counting sequence contains as many counting number nyds as the

given smaller number. The last nkber uttered in the counting

sequence is the answer.

,Suarating. To: The Separating To strategy is similar to the

Separating From strategy except tha; the separating continues

until the smaller quantity is attainea rather than until.it has

been removed. In the concrete case, after the larger set is

7*
counted out, the child, removes cubes one at a time until the

remainder.is equal to the second given number of 'the problem.

Courng the number of cubes removed gives 4heapswer.

4
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Counting Down To: A child in itiates a back wards counting

0
sequence beginning with the,larger given number. ,The sequence

ends with the smaller number. ' By. Ithepinktrack of the number of

counting words uttered in this seqiuence, either nentally or bY
.

4

using fingers or cubes, the child determines the answer to be the

nuMber of counting words uttered ip the sequence.

Adding On:' With .concrete objects the child sets out

number of cubes equal tq the smaller given. number. Thk child
a

..then adds cubes to that set-one at a time until the new collec-

tion is equal to the larger given.,number. Counting the number of

cubes added on gives the answer.

Counting Up From Given: A child initiates a forward counting

sequence beginning with the smaller given number. The sequence

ends.with the larger even number_ Again, by using any of the

available devices, the child keeps track of the number of-counting'

words uttered in the sequence, and thereby determines the answer.

,Matching: Matching is only fea.sible when cOncrete objects

are available. The child puts out two sets of cubes, each set

standing for one o-f the given numbers. The sets are then matched
. 7

one-to-one. Counting the unmatched cubes gives the answer.

Strategies may be related to problems in several ways.

*%Ireatzsp.. child might use the same strategy for.allsubtractIon problems.



A-second alternative is that a child might uge different sprateg

..)

dligending on the'relative size of the numbersjil the problem

Noods,qt,al.4.197,. third, possibility is that,the,strategy

would depend on elib structure of the ptoblem.

Lertain of the.strategies naturally model the-aietion des6q.bed

-

in specific problems. The Separating problem is most,clearly

modeled by the Separating strategy. On the other hand, the

impliedjoining action of the Joining (misping addend) prdbleis

is most closely modeled by the Addihg On strategy. CompapR

p 6 lems deal with relationships bqtween sets rather than action. .

In this e4se the Matching strategy appears to provide the best

model.

For the Part-Part-Whole and Equalizing problems the situation

is'more aMbl.guous. Since Rsrt-Parp-Whole problems.have no-implied

action, neither the Separating nor Adding On-strategies, which in-

volve action,.exactly model the given .relationship between quan-

*

titieS. But since one of the given quantities is a subset of

the Other, there are not Vdo distinct sets that can be.matched.

For the Equalizing problems the situation is reversed. Slnce

the.Equalizing problems-invfolVe both a comparison and Some implied

4

action, two'different stratgies might be seen as appropriate., The

addition EqUalizing problems involve a comparison of two quantities

,-
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'I

-
and a decision of how,much shduld be joined to the smaller

v.
1

quaritity to m4e the ival,ent. Thus,' both
...

.the,Addifig,0 strate .es might be apprOprd,ate.

t

the Matchipg, Or

!..For,Ithe su4i-

.). , -

"tractink,Equalitrpg pzoblemS the implied ,actiOn,involVesemovipg

. , 'i . .:7 I 7.'

, I
P

0 0 .
.,eleMent,ftot the larger set uetil "Ole two'ets'are -eciu&alenL

. . , e

0. .-, I .

This'action- seems-to be best, modelgd,by the pparating To strat-
. .

. .

. . ,

egy while th§patCning strategy is again appropriate for the ,

,

compariso* aspece.p'f the problem.

In the initial study of children's solution processes
ft

ft

.

(Carpenter et al., in press) it was found that ptior.to instruci-

tiop in additioli7Und subtraction childrenls strategies were bAsede

primarily on the structure of the probleM. A 'major question to

"be investigated in this study,is whether this general approach 4

continues to operateafter instruction or whether children begin

d view suf)traction as a single operation that has a single

method of solution.

Purpose

4,

The-basic objective of this study was to uvestigate the

etfeets of. initial instruction in addition and subtraction con-
(

cepts and skills on the processes that children use to solve

simple addition and subtraction, pi.oblems. The effect,of instruc-

1.3

Is

4
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a

111

tkon was_measured in termA Of ( ) the changes thae-ocCurea,tw

the7proeAsethat chi1,41en.ds06 solve addition'.and subtrac-
. ..

'

..,

"tion prob.fems is a reSult of instruction, (b) childreri'
.. .

. ,. .,

.
.

.

. .

ability to write arithmetic sentences to represent different

add tio and 2,silbtraetnn problems, and (c) the specifid effect

of sentence writing on ,the processes that children use tO solve

. addition and subtraction stoliyijrcliolems.

liethod

Procedures

Fort3f-thr e first7grade children were individually inter-

viewed in February,'before thby had received any school instru6-
#

tion pn addition.and subtraction. The tasks for. the interview

consiited of 10 addition and subtraction problems. In May,

following 2 months''of instruction in-additiOn and subtraction,

the ,same subjects were readministered a subset of 6 of-the

same verbal problems. Several days later they were administered
,

a set 9f parall.el prMlems for
1
which they were asked to write

an arithmetic sentence before they solved the problem.

This sudy used individual interviews in order e6 be able'

to &Scribe the process that children used to solve each of the

S.



. problems., IntervieWs Fere conducted in. a smativroom removed from-
.)

the classroom.-'Each.problem was reid Lo the subjecby one of

thfee experimenters. Problems were,reread as often as nec spry .

_
so that remembering thegiveh .numhers. or 'relati6nships'was

.
not.a

;

, .

.

.

factor, A set of red and'White:Untx cuizes Was Made aviiI ie. "
to the subjects.. Subjetta were ehcouraged to solve ,Che prOlem

4 r

without the cubes'hut were to.ld to use the cubes to help-them

- '_
._

solve the problem if they needed them or. were,
,

not sure of,thqr

answer, If-subjects were havi,ng difficulty solving-a problem

Without cubes they were reminded%that they could use cubes to

find the answer.

Essentially the samd procedureS were used lor,the probleTs

for which!subjects wrote arithmetic sentences- But for these

problems subjects were also given a pencil. and paper and in-

structed o write a,number sentence) before they solved the

problem.

If subjects used cubes or fingers, their method of solu-

tion was often evident. In this case the experimenter coded the

response and went on to the next problem. If the subject did

not physically model the problem or it was not completely clear

how a subj'ec.t had arLived at a given answer, the subject was

asked to describe.low the answer was found. The experimenter

15

4Ia
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'coiltint.led queStioning untillt was clear N,7a.t sttgted t4le.s0-
/ : 2,

.

.Ject had usqd or it was clear/that-no ,143lanatiOn forth-

.-

. coming. In.the Fruary terv1ew, /PrOblets Were Present.ed in
.

, . ,

- / ., ;-. \

- one se§s1.03 that l4Ste4/l0 to 15/minuted.

"

,the sentence writIn problemstiereadtplistered aeleral days,

In the May'interview,
_ ,

afterthe other oblems.,

,

types,o addition problems anidjourartypes of sub-

tractiot problems were included in the stucly. Phe 'subtract4on

:/

prob selected from each'iof the four liasic classeb of

problems that. had bien Identified.

tion had

Since'the initial investiga-
,

found no differences An the :processes that children

use to solve Joining and Part-Part-Whole addition problems only

the Part-Part-Whole problem was included. Since Equallizing

addition 'problems are somewha't awkward' they were also not

used. the six verbal p.roblems administered in the February and

May interviews are presented in Table,

Insert Table 1 about here

To avoid any,danger of contqmination; a set of six identical

problems were written for the sentene writing interview. The

#
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A

aroblems were identical exFept fOr a*glight change in wording.

For example, the Part-P9t-Waole, hddition roblem'became:

Some qlildren were,playing baseball.
1-
a were girls

and-b were bays. How many,children-i/ere playing

'-,

'baseball ,t1togethee,
, -

The numbr triples for the problets were serkted to con-

fdrm to the following specifications: (a) Each of the addends

was.greater than 2 and 4se than 10, (b) their gum was greater

.than 11 and less than 15 and (c) the absoiute value f te
0

difference between the two addends was greater than 1. These

ruled generated rhe following.set of six triples:' (3 9 12),

A
(4,9,13); (5 7,12), (5,8;13), (5,9,14), (6,8,14). This number

°domain was selected because.the numbers weie small enough so

that'the probleits could 1;6 reasonably, modeled using concrete

objects but were large enough so that it was unlikely that

many children would have already learned the addition or Aubtrac-

tion combinations. It was also more likelYthat7the children's

strategies would be' observable with numbers of.this size than

with smaller numbors. Doubles and near doubles were eliminated

because it was hypothesized that children tay operate differently

with those combinations (cf. Groen & lirkMan, 1972).

"The number triples were equally distributed over the set of
.4

problems, so that eachllikimber triple was paired with each problem

16
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either four or five-times. .Each subject received each number

triple exacty once IH.thin the set of.problems, but different.

'
..!stibjectskreceived.dififtent cOmbinations for a given.problem.

c.
Far'the addition,problem$, the smaller of.the two addendS was

k'N '

always presented first'. ?.or the subtraction ptoblemi, the larger

of the two addends was always selected for the unknown. .The-
.

order of the problemswas random4q0,for each Subject.

Subjects

\
The subjects fordyte study consiSted of the 43 children

in the ON first-grade classes of a parochial school that draws

students from-a predominantly middle class area of Ma.dison,

Wisconsin. Mathematics instruction in'both classes haa cdnsisted

of topics 15. to 22 of the Developing.Mathematical Processes (DMP)

program (Romberg, Harvey, Moser, & Montgomery, 1974). At the

I

time of testing in early February, only two arithmetic topics
. -

had been cdvered, Writing Numbers and tomparison Sentences.

The other six topics deal with mewspreinent and geometry. The

"f
topic of Comparison Sentences intrOdUces the notion of a

S.

mathe atical sentence; though It only'-deals with-representing
-7-

a st tic relatiOn (equality) bLetween two numbers. Thus, at the

time the children were tested in February, no formal instruction

4t-
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t .

in symbolic.represen ation of addition .and stibtration had 1?een
0

given, On the,other han4, several leSsons which ing.uded
,

problem situtiOns involving.joininw, separating, prt7part-

athhole,ând'compartoon had been presented. . In those instance,t,'

-1-
-

modeling ivith oblects to determine the iolutions hadobe n

suggested.

By the t me of the May interview, two instrUctional units
is

on addition and subtraction were presented. The units required

approximately two months or instruction and focused on the

falowing objectives: :writing number sentencewof fkie form

a + b 0 or a - b = to represent concrete and verbal problem

situations and solving number sentences of the form a ,+ tu.; 0
and a b ='[3 for sups between 0 and 10. The problem situations

were of the joining, separating, comparisbn, and part-part7who1e

types. Several key features highlight these units. First, the

children-ae strongly encouraged to use madeling behaviors by

representing nuMbers with sets of physical objects. Second,

-vgrtsus forms of cotinting are suggested. Finally, analysis of

verbal probleMs is taught using a device that has the part-part-

r

,whole relationship x.its basis. This device tends to highlight

the inverse relationship of addition and subtraction.
4
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. 1

Change

Resurts

II

- -

. f,

Thi change in.perfo nce from the February int e
o'

prview 10.1al
, , 4

, 4
. .'4 N - .

.

May, intervew.is summariied.Table 2.. The table- -includes'
4 1 t-

'
4

. problems giVen in bott0(ssessments and doe's not incldde-the

Insert Table 2 about here

p oblems that required children.to write arithmet t sentences. A

4*.
response-was coded as indicating a correst'strat if the method

would have generated the.cokroct answer provided th4 it vas

-applied without error. In other iabrds Miscounting or forgetting

one'of the numbers in the problem did not invalidate a correct
.

strategy.

Performance on ttic Part-Pant-Whole problep JAI February jeft

'little room for improvement, but the five subjects.who could not

figure out an apprOpriate strategy at the time of.thdifirat
S.

interview were able to dci so after several months of instruction

in addition and slibtraction. Children continued to have diffi-
.

culty with the Comparison problem but there were substantial gains

fr6m.the first interview.

2i)



There is an interesting shift in errors foT the. Comparison.

-*\,*

problem. Whereas -At the time-of the first interview mos of...the

errors resulted from.ehildren immediately responding one 0 the

numbers.given in the problem,,in the' second'inferview grrOrs

were almosyevenlydtvi4ded tetween respondingone,:,pf the given .

numbers and Choosing the wrong,operation.' Operation'errors in-

volved 'the AppliCation of some strategy that would be 'apprbpriatte

J

for a subtraction.problem.

Although,earlier studies had suggested that children in-

creasingly use.Counting Ofi strategies rather than Counting All

(Grben & P4rkman, 1972), there were no apparent changesin-t:he

strategies that children use to solve addition problems. t UCIting

All was the primary strategy at both interviews. It should be:

note'd tilat instruction only covered addition'facts through 10, so

the ehifZren hald'no experience with. the numbertlombinations usTd

in this study and.it is not surprising that few of thr knes:4 the

arithmetic facts at the time of the May interview.

The change data for the

in Table 3. 8ince there iwas

subtraction problems

no significant patte

Insert Table 3 about here

2 1

are summarized

n of change in

20

41
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errors, this d a was not included in order to simPlify the table.

For the four'subtraction puoblems the wrong operation was never

. uses in. he first interview,and vas used only three times in the
. .

saAnd The corresponding figureb for responding orele of the given ,

.

1 .. .

number are 10 and 12 respectively.
.. . .

/..
\,

T ere Was reitively little margin for.ithprovement in the
4..

number of correct strategies, consequently there wds relatively

4

little change in performance The :Fart7Part-Whole problem had

4an unusually high incidenceAf counting prrorg during the first

interview and 13 additionhl:subjects found a correct answer in

the second interview. It does net appelm, however, that there

was an overall improvemenein the accuracy. with which .children

applied counting skills. This was thejgray problem which showed

such an increase and it probably results from the uncharacteris-
.

4

tically high number of counting ertors for this peraeular problem

during the first interview.

' Although most children could identify an appropriate stAfe5y

to solve each problem at both interviews, there was a significant

shift in the strategies they selec-ted. At the time of the first

interview Nost strategies were based on the structure of the

problem and consequently varied from problem to problem. During

the second interview most children consistently used a separating

strategy for all four subtraction problems.
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I.

Sentence Writing
.

Sentence'wrieing respOnses are summarized'in Table 4. 'Re-.

'4onSes were coded as correct if they 'were N.Ialid open number

.--

mo

InSert Table aboUt here

-
'sentences or phrases that could'be used to solve the'problem or

they were trde sentences involving the number triple in the°

Rroblem. Examplq of coirect and incorrect responses are given

in Table 5.

,Insert Table 5 about here

In spite of ttle fact thA-children were. consistently given

directions to write the sentence before they solved the problem

about a fourth of.the children generally solved the problem befOre

they wrote the sentence. In many caSes it appeared that they

were unable tp write the sentence before they knew the complete

number triple. This accounts for the respollse 5 7 ..--- 12 for

the subtraction problem in Table 5.

The Part-Part-Whole addition problem and the Separating

problem. were most clea
_

k

associated with appropriate sentences.

23
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There were only four incorrect sentences for eithe problem

all involving the incorrect operation. The Comparison subtrac-
. -

tion problem and'the Equalizing problem weie the most diff.icult.

. In fact, .8 of.the 15'correct responses to.efeAualizihg prolAen

were addition sentences (5 + 7 'e 12) written af ter the problem,

was solved. Three children responded in this way to the Compari-
.

son problem. Over half the children wrote invalid sentences for 4

the Comparison and Equalizing problems. The most comnon in-

correct response was writing an addition sentence involving the

two numbers given in the problemI This accounted for 17 of the

Comparison responses and 24 of the Equalizing responses. It is

not surprising that the Equalizing problem would have a higher

relative number of errors involving addition sentences than the

- Comparison problems because the implied action in the Eqnalizing-
,,,

problem is a joining action.

A number.of children made the error of reverSing the

numbers in p.heir subtractiOn sentence (5 12 = In both

problems the smaller number is givdn first. A child may recognize

that subtraptl:bli is' equired; but if they writONpe.sentence with
.

,4

rhe numbers in the order in which they are given in the problem,

the sentence'is not correct. For-the Separating problem this

difficulty does not occur because the larger number is given

*-

94
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first. Seven children wrote incorrect subtraction sentences for
0..

,the comparison problem and three did so on the Equalizing problem.

Tflere.were no responses of this kind for the Separating probleM.
. ,

Children's relative success in wiiting a sentence for the .

COparison addition.problem 14Cbabry reflects a tendency t9wite
.

e-
addit'ion sentences when in dolibt rather than a recognitiod that

the problem is represented by an addition sentence. Thirty

children wEote appropriate sentences for the Comparison additAon

problem While G used a strategy to solve the problem that

.would generaee &correct solution. On the other hand only a third

of the rhildren wrote valid sentences for the Comparison subtraction

or Equalizing prOblems while over three-fourths generated appro,

priate solutions. Although about half of Ahe children wrote in-e-,_
..- ..v.

Jg. .

correct addition sentences for these two.problems, only five

children used a procedure that represented addition to solve them.

These regults indicate that children's solutions were not

seriously influenced by the sentence that they wro,te to represent

the problem. Further evidence for,this conclusion is presented

in Tables 6 and 7 in which performance on problems on which

children did not write sentences is compared to performance on

/
Insert Tables 6 and 7 about here

A
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problets that required children to write arithMetic sentences be-

.

fore they solved the problem. There is practically nd difference .

between_responses in any category.:.The only possible tr'end thati
\

can be observed is--that there were fewer,instances.ofehildren
r

'.usinA a matching strategy for'.th'e Comparison and Equaliiing.
N:

. .

problems. The.numbers are so stall that one should be cautious

in attaching a great deal of significan to this reSult.. Flow-

ever, the trend is consistent with cliildreWs shift from direct

modeling of problem structure as a result of instruction on

sentence writing.

Conclusions

Prior to i truction the general strategy that most children

use to solve a dition and subtracti n problems is to directly

model the action or relationships described in the problem. They

have a number ot different strategies for solving subtraction

proble s which represent .d.itinct'interpretations of subtract-Ion.

A completely aeveloped concept of Subtraction iinvolves an inte-
, ,

gration of all these interpretations. It appears, however,
_

that most children a this stage do not recognize that the
,

different strategies are equivalent. Ther seem to them



4

4:1

as distinct strategieg that are used to solve, different types, of

problems. The evidence. for this conclusion is.the uniformly

close match of solution strategy to the structure of.the problem.

* #.

Following initial 'instruction thgre isia distinct shift in

the general approach children use to solve addition and subtrac-
)

tion problems. Rather than using a variety of strategies to

solve diffeient action problets,-most children begin tuse

a single strategy to solve all subtracticln probl:ems. It is not

clear whether they clearly recognize the equivalence of the

-

different strategies they were using earlier"or whether their
44 0

eclectic approach has been replaced by a single uni d interpre-

tation of subtraction.

Some caution should be exercised in intprpreting th e find-
,

ings-. this study did not include a Joining-missing addend problem,

for which the Adding On strategy is extremely pronounced. A

'study that is currently in progress suggests that at this stage
AL

of- insNuction most children would probably continue to use an

.Adaing On strategy to solve'the problems. Inbother,words, the

shift to a single strategy probably is not camplkte at this

point. The study current.ly in progress also suggest,s that the

shift to a single dominant strategy occurs somewhat later than

is indicated by.the study reported in this paper.

27
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A change that might be, predicted that did not occur, is,a

shift to moreabstract strategies. Fbr ekample, following in-

strucelon one-Might expect children to use the More efficient

Counting On strategies rather than Counting All or to move from

a Separating strategy to a Counting Down strategy. This study

found a much lower incidence of-Counting On strategies than

were reported by Green and Parkman (1972). One reason that this

may not'have octurred is that the presencecf,cubes tend to en-

-

courage the more complete representations. -The study currently

in progress indicates that when cubes are, not available there is

an increase in the use' Of more abstract strategies.

Instruction in addition appears to have caused some shift

in the Strategies that children use to solve addition and sub-

traction problems. Most children also learned to write addition

and suktraction sentences to represent certain addition and sub-:

traction problems. At this stage, however, very few children

recognized that the arithmetic sentence was a mechanism that

they might use to help them solv the problem. Once they had

written a sentence most children appeared to ignore it and used
.1.

the verbal problem-to decide on a solution strategy. In fact, in

spite of instructions to the contrary, about a fourth of the
0

sublects would solve a problem before writing a sentence. In



cases where children wrote an incorrect sentence but computed the

correct answer, they, would often complete the open sentenpe with
-

their answer. Although there was occasional hesitation when they

did .this, none of them were able to resolve this conflict. The

fact that-the .spec4fic act of sentence writing did not influence

children'svsolutions further suppOrts the conclusion that children

have not yet coordinated their problem solutions with the sentenges

they,write'to represent the-problem.

These results indicate that following several months of in-
, ,

structidn children have begun to shift from a concreteodireCt.

.
modeling approach td solving-word problems to a mth.e upified con-

ception that incorporates symbolic representations of addition

and subtraction problems. At this point, huwever, they are still

in a transitional stage apd haye a long way to go'to a coMpletely
,

developed concept of addition and subtraction.

. 29
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Table 1.

Verbal Problems

Addition

Part-Part-Whole

Some.children were ice,skating. a were girls and b were

boys. How many children were skating together?

comparison

kalph has a pieces of gum. Jeff has b more pieces than

Rdlph: HoW many pieces of gum does Jeff have?

Subtraction

Separating

Leroy had a pieces of candy. -He gave b pieces to jenny.

How many pieces of candy did he haire left?

Part-Part-Whole

There are c children on the playground. a are boys and the

rest are girls. How many girls are at the playground?

Comparison

Mark won a prizes at the fair. His sister Connie won c

prizes. How many more priZes did Connie win than Mark? .

33
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Table 1 (continued)

-4

Equalizing (+)

Joan picked'a flowers. Bill picked c flowers. What could

Joan do so she could have as many flowers as.Bill?

(Suggest, if necessary that she pick some more.) How
,

many more.wou14 'she fieed to.pick?'

.1!-;

ID
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Table 2

Change ih Addition Responses

Problem
Inter-
view

Total Correct...* Strategy Errors

Strategy Answer
Count
all

Count.

from
'first

Count
from
larger

Heuristic
or fact

Given
number

Wrong
opera-
tion

No re--
sponse-pr
,hther

error
,

Part, 1 38 37 22 3 9 3 ., 1 -3.

Tart-
.

,

Whole 2 43 39 23 4 5 0 0
,

I

1 12 10 7 1 1 2 23

Compar3son

2 20 19 16 1 1 1 12 9 2

*Total N 43 subjects.



I. Table 3

Chapge in Subtraction Responses

Problem Interview

Total Correct* Strategy

Strategy Answer
Count

Separate 'down
Coun

Add on up
..

Match
Heuristic
or fact-

39 31. 19 9 .

Separate
.

2 40 32 29 6 0 0 .0

,

, .

1 33 20... 9 3 10: 3

Part-Part-Whole ZV4

2 ,38 33 25 0 '3 0 1 6

...
,

1 35, 29 8 0 2 3 17 . 4

Comparison
35 31 22 2 -0

1 39 30 9 0 5 1 15
. .

6.

Equalizing .

2 37 34 .19 2 5 2 7

_...

*Total N = 43 subjects.



Table 4

Supmary of Sentedce Writing

4-

Problem

Number Number who

of wrote the Sentence

correct after solving the

sentences* problem

Addition

Part-Part-Whole 39

Comparison 30

Subtraction

Separating 39

Part-Part-Whole 32

Comparison 19

Equalizing 15

8

2

12

1.5

*Total N 43 subjects.

37
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Table 5.

ExamPles of Open Sentence Responses

Problem: There are 12 children on the playground, Five are

2boys.and the rest are girls. How many girls are at

the playground?

. Correct retOonses

12 - 5

12 -. 5

5 + = 12

12 - 5 7

5 + 7 = 12

Incorrect responses

5 - 12 =

12 + 5 =

12 5

,,
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Table 6

Comparison of Addition Prob1ems With and Without Number Sentences

Problem,

.

:.

.

rite .

zentence

Tota.1 CO* ect*
- Strateg Wrong

Strategy Answer

..

Count

all

Count
from,

first

v

Count
from

larget

r-,

HeuriStic
or fact,

Given
number

.

,.

Wrong
opera-.

tion

No re-
,sponse

other
error,

or
.

Part-

Part-

Whole

No

Yes

,
43.

*42

39

38

23.

23

4

5

8

8

5 0 *0 :

,..

Compariso

,

No

Yes

20

,

21

19

20

16

12

Cl

3

1

1

1

4

12

8

9

6

2

*Total N = 43 subjects.



Table 7

Compari on of Subtraction Problems With and-Without Number Sentences

if

Problem
rite

s ntence

Total Correct* Strategy
4-

Strategy Answer

. ,

CoUnt
Separate down

Count
Add on up Match

HsuriStic
Or fact

';larate

. 40 32 . 26 All.%
,. .

...
.

Yes 41 36 28 7

No 33 25 0 1 6

Part-Part-Whole
Yes

.38

38 31 26 '4 4 0 .

.

.

,

No 35 31 22 2 0 3 1 7

Comparison
. .

Yes 15 27 $.21 2 2 4
,

3
.

3

No 37 34 19 2 5 2 7

Equalizing
Yes 34 28 20 1 4 4 3 3

*Total N = 43 subject§.
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